Web Sessions

Monday, 02 July 2018, 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm - Torc - David Overoye (SSAI), Travis Andersen (GIO), Eslam Khair (GIO)

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm - Mobile GLOBE
   Learn about all of GLOBE’s mobile options and apps. This session will include information about the GLOBE Data Entry App and the GLOBE Observer app including the Clouds and Mosquito Habitat Mapper protocols and the new Land Cover protocol.

4:00 pm - 5:00 pm - Question and Answer
   Have a question about anything technology related? The DIS (Data Information Science) team will be available to answer your questions.

Tuesday, 03 July 2018, 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm - Torc - David Overoye (SSAI), Eslam Khair (GIO)

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm - Teacher Essentials
   Come learn about tips and tricks for GLOBE teachers. This session will cover many topics including data entry basics, collaboration, student accounts, managing school information, manage/edit account information, MyPage, School page and blogging.

4:00 pm - 5:00 pm - Question and Answer
   Have a question about anything technology related? The DIS (Data Information Science) team will be available to answer your questions.

Thursday, 05 July 2018, 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm - Torc - David Overoye (SSAI), Travis Andersen (GIO)

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm - Data Analysis
   This session will cover the Visualization system and the Advanced Data Access Tool (ADAT). Additionally, other ways to view data including ArcGIS, Tableau, and Google Maps will be shared.

4:00 pm - 5:00 pm - Question and Answer
   Have a question about anything technology related? The DIS (Data Information Science) team will be available to answer your questions.